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The fundamental appeal of energy investment continues strong with modifications as a
result of the tumultuously changing financial backdrop and the response to five years of
strong price gains.
Prospects for global economic growth remain favorable. Normal growth likely to resume
after the slower period we are in now. Similarly, energy growth parallels economic activity.
There is no shortage of energy supply.
supply All it takes is money and time,
time lots of both.
both Five
major supply opportunities offer world‐scale, million barrels a day, increments. Each needs
more than a hundred billion dollars of capital.
After a pause in 2009, we see oil price rising again to an average of perhaps $125 in 2010
and possibly $150 by year end 2010.
We use a long‐term oil price of $100
$
a barrel in making our estimates of Present Value by
which we judge investment attractiveness.
For equity investment, $100 a barrel is more than enough as we believe current stock
prices can be justified at about $60 a barrel.
Recently negative stock price trends caused us to scale back on the number of stocks we
recommend for current purchase to emphasize the need for patience and risk tolerance at
an unstable time financially. Unshaken in our long‐term conviction we have five solid buy
recommendations, one in each of five groups that we will discuss.
Now let us begin a more detailed discussion of the fundamental outlook beginning with
Global Energy Demand.
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Current global energy demand is about 240 million barrels equivalent daily. At $100 a
barrel, primary energy is a $9 trillion dollar a year industry.
A continuation of past trends points to additional demand of 70 million barrels oil
equivalent daily over the next 15 years. It won’t be that much because of the upward price
adjustment now in place. Consumers will be more careful of how they spend the money
on energy. In my early days as a chemical engineer I specialized in heat transfer. The
tradeoff between energy price and consumption is built into every new capital investment.
investment
I call that efficiency. When applied to personal behavior some call it conservation.
The other main point in demand is that most of the growth, some 80%, would occur in
Emerging Countries. Life is comfortable for the old folks in North America, Western Europe
and Japan, but it is really vibrant for hard‐working young persons in China, India, Brazil and
Eastern Europe among emerging economies.
Meeting up to 70 mmbd of new energy demand will be a challenge for supply.
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A continuation of recent trends suggests that coal would furnish the largest increment, 25
mmbd, of new supply. Environmentally, that can’t happen. We will want more stringent
control of microsmoke, sulfur dioxide, mercury, other pollutants and perhaps carbon
dioxide. Those requirements and the anticipation of them are likely to slow the growth of
coal.
We have been drawing heavily on oil, the highest‐priced, largest volume fuel. The limits
have been reached for cheap oil.
oil Expensive oil is available,
available but it takes too much time and
political will to achieve projected levels.
Nuclear can’t grow rapidly enough because of long lead time, extreme capital costs,
thermal and radioactive waste.
Renewables may be promising as niche fuels. Most depend on natural gas for processing
or backup.
As a result, natural gas is most promising and most likely to meet projection.
Any fuel that is economic and can meet reasonable environmental standards is welcome.
The bogey for determining the economics of any fuel, conventional and alternative, is the
price of oil.
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It will take a strong price to bring future oil demand and supply into balance, in our opinion.
Much of my perspective on oil price in the 2000s was formed by my experience during the 1970s. The tell
tale economic events of the two periods were the stock market declines in 1974 and 2002, unmatched in
each case during the last 80 years except for 1932. I have scaled the chart so that 1974 on the top horizontal
axis matches 2002 on the bottom horizontal axis.
As the chart relays, the oil price trend in the 2000s has been steadier than in the 1970s. Moreover the rate of
gain to 2008 has been a more sustainable four‐fold rather than the less sustainable 13‐fold to 1980.
With
h that
h in mind,
d we plot
l Light,
h Sweet crude
d oill ffor immediate
d
d
delivery
l
at an average $
$109 next year, 2009,
down slightly from $112 in 2008. The expected decline parallels a dip in 1981 after a long rise in the 1970s.
After 2009 we see a resumed uptrend to perhaps $125 in 2010 with a possibility of $150 at the end of 2010.
After 2010, oil could continue rising as we remain well below a 1980‐type peak.
Also adding strength to the outlook today we are more optimistic about global economic growth as it drives
energy demand than we were 28 years ago. Also, oil supply is tighter at higher absolute volume and little
spare capacity.
Government measures to address recent financial turmoil are aimed at sustaining economic growth. The cost
may be depreciation in the purchasing power of the dollar and appreciation in the nominal price of energy
and other goods and services. If the efforts are not fully successful, growth may be weaker.
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While we can compare prices for immediate delivery in the 1970s and the 2000s there was
no futures market during the 1970s. Today we can look at expected prices for the next six
years or longer. Futures prices are no more reliable than current prices, but they do
represent a consensus of traders making real‐life financial commitments. Long‐term
futures go up and down almost as much and at the same time as the widely quoted near‐
month futures. Occasionally, the near‐month deviates more widely and long‐term futures
offer a steadier perspective.
We have been keeping weekly records of futures prices for delivery over the next six‐years
since the prices first became publicly quoted after the bankruptcy of Enron.
The record shows extended times when current quotes tracked on the same side of the 40‐
week average. We have just finished a year‐long upcycle and now it looks a flatter trend
may be in store for a year for oil.
Except for brief periods, natural gas has been in a flat trend for three years. A wide gap has
opened with oil priced 100% above natural gas on an energy equivalent basis. We expect
that gap to close though it may be 2012 before that occurs on a sustained basis.
With that economic backdrop, let’s look at some segments contributing especially
important increments to global energy growth.
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A 70 mmbd increment in energy demand for the next 15 years will be met by a
combination of conservation, or efficiency, along with changes in the supply of oil, natural
gas, coal, nuclear and renewables.
Around 10 mmbd may come from five oil and gas growth segments listed in the chart.
Large oil discoveries in the deep waters offshore Brazil are new as is more shale gas in
North America.
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Reminiscent of Alaska, the North Sea and Mexico in the 1970s, Brazil has new frontier oil
discoveries that promise a history changing impact. Announced discoveries, Tupi and Iara,
have triggered a hundred billion dollar program to develop a million barrels daily in the
next decade. Announcement of a reserves estimate on Jupiter, a natural gas discovery
expected to be comparable in hydrocarbon size as Tupi, is expected within weeks. Carioca,
the big prize, may be 20 billion barrels or more.
Large as the reserves may be
be, the capital investment and technological challenge is
formidable in mile deep water. The discoveries lie in the Santos Basin offshore Rio de
Janeiro. Pre‐Salt refers to the position of the oil producing formation beneath a thick layer
of salt, a layer that both traps the hydrocarbons and is difficult to penetrate with seismic
analysis.
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While the commercial potential of Brazil Pre‐Salt has been confirmed only in the past year,
the prospects for growth from Canadian Oil Sands have been attracting top attention for
several years. If anything, the timing for achieving 3 mmbd has slipped from 2015 to 2020.
A cynic might say that costs expand to keep pace with prices. That has happened
regardless of causality. We suggest that the economic breakeven oil price required to
deliver a normal return on investment has risen to $80 a barrel. Capital costs have jumped
accordingly to perhaps $150 billion for capacity of 1 mmbd.
mmbd
Oil sands are attracting attention from environmentalists perhaps because of the sheer size
of operations. Inevitably there is some pollution, but most is under control. Economies of
scale can be an advantage in environmental protection as well as in resource production.
We also take comfort that oil sands is inherently cleaner than coal though not as clean as
conventional oil. As long as the world derives a fourth of its energy from coal, the
environmental issues of oil sands are manageable in a practical context.
Canadian Oil Sands Trust is one of our five current buy recommendations. We like owning
the existing plant, which is running smoothly, while the rising cost of new plants help drive
up oil price.
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At an incremental 3 mmbd, LNG may be the largest medium term contributor to supply
growth among the five areas we highlight.
Once on the water, LNG can go almost anywhere to capitalize on the most profitable
opportunity. Markets are not fully linked yet, but we are going in the direction of a global
market for natural gas priced at the oil equivalent.
As it has turned out,
out the expensive liquefaction plants built at remote natural gas sources
are the bottleneck in supply growth. Construction delays are common and political
agreement is slow to materialize to authorize new plants. Tankers are also expensive, but a
glut may be developing as shipyards have been meeting schedules, unlike construction
crews in the field. A complete glut of terminal capacity in the U.S. has developed with
recently completed facilities idle while LNG goes to higher priced markets in Asia and
Europe.
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In pipeline transported natural gas, Russia is the global leader in production and reserves.
State‐controlled monopoly, Gazprom, has sales today that are three times the volumes in
the global LNG business. Volume growth is possible, but the immediate need is to get the
price of the resource up to the level that justifies new investment.
The price is low mainly in Russia where the transition to higher price is underway.
Europeans pay a market price.
price
The Chinese have so far been unwilling to pay a global price.
A buyer’s battle is raging over Turkmenistan natural gas where the resources may be much
larger than reliable estimates have indicated so far. China has tapped directly into
Turkmenistan natural gas at a low price for now. Russia has agreed to pay a global price for
Turkmenistan natural gas it has traditionally purchased for Ukraine and other destinations.
With little success so far, the U.S. is backing a European pipeline that would bypass Russia.
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In the intensely‐drilled U.S. it is no surprise that the easy‐to‐flow natural gas has been
mostly
l produced.
d d The
h surprise
i h
has b
been how
h bounteous
b
unconventional
i
l gas has
h become.
b
Not so bounteous to be negative for profits, but bounteous enough to be beneficial in the
national energy supply picture.
Coal bed methane was a technological breakthrough around 1990.
Potential gas supplies have long been known to be large in the Rockies and have been
coming to market in waves of drilling and pipeline building.
building We have just completed a
pipeline expansion this year and we await more capacity before Rockies gas can undergo
another wave of growth.
The Barnett Shale in Texas is comparatively new with most of the drilling in just the past
few years. Expanding capacity rivals the San Juan Basin as the largest field in the U.S.
Appearing on the horizon in just the past several months we have the Haynesville Shale in
Louisiana that may surpass the Barnett. Other shale areas including the Woodford in
Oklahoma, the Fayetteville in Arkansas and the Marcellus in Appalachia help replace
declining volume elsewhere, but are probably not enough to expand overall industry
volume.
The combined effect of the good news on supply has had an impact on volume and price.
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U.S. natural gas volume has been in a distinct uptrend since the shut‐ins of Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita three years ago. Since the initial rebound after the storms, production is
up a million barrels daily. Yet the gain is only half a million barrels daily since 2001. Take
away the Independence Hub in the Gulf of Mexico and the Rockies Express pipeline that
came on stream and a net gain is harder to see. Nonetheless, with the rapid development
of the Haynesville Shale, total volume might increase a million barrels a day in five years,
but that seems ambitious.
Meanwhile, natural gas price has dropped to a surprisingly low level relative to oil. Low
price can help natural gas increase its penetration into vast markets served by
environmentally‐challenged coal and supply‐constrained oil.
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From a low point five years ago, natural gas consumed in the generation of electricity has
increased a million barrels daily. At the same time the share of natural gas in electrical
generation increased to 21% from 16%. That share could go higher.
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The amount of coal used in power generation is almost as much as all the natural gas consumed in
th U
the
U.S.
S It would
ld nott ttake
k much
h di
displacement
l
t off coall tto h
have a noticeable
ti bl iimpactt on natural
t l gas.
The generation capacity is already in place for natural gas to grow in electrical generation. Coal and
nuclear tend to run at full capacity most of the time. Natural gas is used to generate incremental
electricity needed at peak times such as for air conditioning on a hot summer day. Meanwhile, little
new coal and nuclear capacity is planned. Renewables might help, but it takes a lot of windmills
and solar panels to make a dent in supply. Besides, natural gas is usually the backup when the wind
doesn’t blow, often on the hottest days. It is also the backup when the sun doesn’t shine and the
li ht go on. As
lights
A electricity
l t i it grows and
d capacity
it llags, existing
i ti generators
t on natural
t l gas can simply
i l
run longer.
The largest single market for any fuel is oil for transportation. Today’s low price for natural gas at
half the equivalent price of oil provides a real incentive for the spread of natural gas‐fueled
vehicles. We like the idea of adding a second tank for natural gas to those millions of big sport
utility vehicles. Buyers could then play the market that history shows would sometimes favor
natural gas and sometimes favor oil. Until now the relatively few natural gas powered vehicles in
the
h U
U.S.
S have
h
been
b
dedicated
d di
d to a single
i l fuel.
f l
The transportation market for cars, trucks, airlines, railroads and ships at 14 million barrels daily in
the U.S. is some 40% larger than the total supply of natural gas. A ten percent share of the
transportation market would expand the total natural gas market by 14%.
Natural gas is clean and half the price of oil. Why not use more?
The
h stronger growth
h potentiall ffor naturall gas makes
k us want to b
be d
disproportionately
l represented
d
in the clean fuel in our investment selections. That can be a challenge as the large companies are
concentrated on oil.
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For investors seeking $100 billion dollar companies in the U.S. Oil Industry, the list has
three
h
stocks
k – 1.
1 ExxonMobil,
bil 2.
2 Chevron
Ch
and
d 3.
3 ConocoPhillips.
C
hilli
We would
ld put the
h most
emphasis on ConocoPhillips mainly because it has a lower McDep Ratio, i.e. stock price
plus debt is lower relative to our estimate of the present value of the company’s
businesses. We also like the fundamental prospects and the valuation of ExxonMobil and
Chevron. Marathon may have takeover appeal.
McDep Ratios for the four stocks ranged recently from 0.60 for ConocoPhillips to a tight
band of 0.67‐0.69
0 67 0 69 for the other three.
three Considering that the denominator of the McDep
Ratio is estimated using a long‐term oil price of $100 a barrel, a McDep Ratio of 0.6 implies
that ConocoPhillips stock was priced recently as though the long‐term oil price was $60,
not $100.
Objectively, we have to like ExxonMobil as an investment. Some of our subtitles on past
quarterly analyses include “Income Model”, “World’s Safest Investment” , “Energy Money
Market” and “World’s
Market
World s Most Profitable Company
Company”.. Professionally, ExxonMobil is our
greatest competition. If we can’t come up with investments that may have more potential
than ExxonMobil, who needs our oil investment analysis?
One feature ExxonMobil cannot provide is geographic and political diversification by
country of domicile. There are times when non‐U.S. stocks perform differently than U.S.
stocks. Thus, we like European Oil and Gas Stocks.
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Our representative buy recommendation in the European group is StatoilHydro, the
Norwegian oil and gas champion. It had the lowest McDep Ratio at the time we made the
chart while more recently the Ratio has been practically the same as for Total, the French
champion, and Royal Dutch Shell, the Anglo‐Dutch champion. We most like StatoilHydro’s
concentration on natural gas, almost all offshore Norway. Europeans appreciate Norwegian
natural gas as diversification of dependence on Russian natural gas.
BG Group is a special company valued at a premium to its peers though its McDep Ratio
around 0.80 indicates strong absolute appreciation potential. BG is special because its
downstream business is all Liquefied Natural Gas rather than oil refining and marketing.
Formerly part of the U.K. natural gas monopoly, BG astutely pursued the global production,
liquefaction, transportation and marketing of the fast‐growing clean fuel. Uncannily the
company also gained participation in some of the world’s largest oil discoveries from
Kazakhstan to Brazil where it has the largest share after Petrobras in announced Pre‐Salt
discoveries.
Like Petrobras, state oil companies in emerging markets provide special opportunities.
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Considering it is the national oil company of Brazil and that it is a pioneer in deep water drilling, it is
no surprise that Petrobras has the leading commercial position in its country’s offshore petroleum
discoveries. We like the prospects for the stock, but long‐term investors need to be especially
patient as Pre‐Salt payoff is years away.
Our official buy recommendation in this group is PetroChina. Down more than 50% from its high,
the stock offers participation in rapidly growing underpriced natural gas, growing oil production
with profits delayed by a windfall profits tax that should be relaxed and downstream operations
th t should
that
h ld return
t
to
t normall profitability
fit bilit with
ith the
th recentt d
decline
li in
i crude
d oilil price
i and
d th
the lifti
lifting off
price controls.
The Russian stocks offer the most resource potential relative to stock price along with political risk.
Investors can manage that risk by limiting exposure to a single country just as the major oil
companies have done successfully for many years. The main political risk may be the deteriorating
relationship between Russia and the U.S. We think more diplomacy would work better than the
militaristic policy pursued by the U
U.S.
S
Gazprom has unique appeal among global stocks for its concentration on natural gas. The Russian
giant sells practically as much natural gas as Saudi Arabia sells oil. The difference is that investors
can own a piece of Gazprom, but not the Saudi producer, Aramco.
Finally, international investment doesn’t give us enough exposure to the clean fuel. That makes the
next group especially appealing
appealing.
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Here are five successful U.S. companies with more than 50% concentration on the fuel with the
mostt growth
th potential.
t ti l All h
have h
had
d ffavorable
bl performance.
f
IIn ttoday’s
d ’ environment
i
t we might
i ht pay
more attention to risk. Devon Energy may be the safest with low debt and management by the
same conservative leader who has produced its long record of strong investment returns. Our
official buy recommendation in the group, Devon has had the lowest McDep Ratio. Recently it has
been gaining ground on its competitors and may no longer be the lowest.
After Devon we like EOG and XTO for current investment. EOG has cash flow risk, but no balance
sheet risk. XTO has moderate balance sheet risk as it has been expanding aggressively into the
d
downturn.
t
Chesapeake has the highest risk. Its aggressive expansion has uncovered the Haynesville Shale
natural gas discovery that it represents as possibly larger than all the other U.S. fields currently
producing. That is good for the country though we need to discount that observation by 80% or
more. Meanwhile the company is scrambling to shore up its finances as its rate of expansion
became a burden when oil price turned down in July taking natural gas with it.
We lik
W
like A
Anadarko
d k more ffor iits takeover
k
potential
i l as iits chief
hi f executive
i h
has a record
d ffor selling
lli the
h
companies he leads, sometimes at too low a price.
Occidental has solid appeal distinguished by a concentration on oil. There is less need to own
Occidental in view of all the oil exposure we get in the integrated companies in the U.S., Europe and
Emerging Countries as well as in Canada, the smallest of the five groups.
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Canada’s natural gas prospects are favorable while the country’s energy future and its
investment distinction is oil sands, one of the five growth areas we highlighted. Our buy
recommendation is the pure play Canadian Oil Sands Trust concentrated entirely on 37%
ownership of Syncrude, the largest producer. Income investors appreciate its cash
distribution estimated to be 12% for the next twelve months at recent oil futures prices.
The trust has the resource base to support production at the current level indefinitely and
to allow further growth.
Among other Canadian stocks, Encana is an outstanding performer with a growth record in
natural gas and development of in situ oil sands resources. It will soon be two companies,
one concentrated on natural gas and the other oil sands including a joint venture with
ConocoPhillips.
There is much more to discuss and perhaps we’ll have some questions. Finally, we
conclude by recapping the main points of our discussion.
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